
 

Hello, Doherty Parents and Guardians, 

Our names are Simmy Palmer and Lindsay Zandarski and we work in the Attendance Office at 

Doherty High School. Please keep reading for helpful guidelines when excusing an absence to 

help us keep accurate records for your student. You can either email us (please send an email to 

both of us in case one of us is out) or call our automated line at 719-328-6414. 

When reporting an absence: 

•    Call or email when they are logging off and  again when they are logging 

back in. This is preferred. Traditionally, we require the kids to check in and out of 

attendance when they are at school, however under these remote learning platforms, 

we have no way of knowing when they log off or log back in.  

OR 

• If you know exact time frames or periods include these in your message. 

Please do not be vague and say “Johnny will not be online unless he is feeling 

better”.  If they are showing an excused absence but have logged in to their class, it 

may confuse the teacher. Also, your kiddo should be getting credit for being present 

online and not showing as absent.  

If your child gets marked absent by a teacher but says they were logged in to the class; have 

them email their teacher to have absence removed. The Attendance Office cannot remove 

an absence created by a teacher. They have a log-in report they can check to verify that the 

student was present, however the student will be marked absent if they are logged in 

but not engaged or participating in class questions or comments. This is how a teacher 

gauges if the student is truly present and not just logged in.  

Unfortunately, there is bound to be some occasional errors with attendance, however, it should 

be corrected within 24 hours after contacting the Attendance Office. As always, please call with 

any questions or concerns and we will do what we can to help you!  

 

Simmy Palmer and Lindsay Zandarski 
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